
Treasury Runway Analysis



Runway Summary

*

*Note: The three scenarios above are representative of fluctuations in market value assumptions, as follows:
            Bear (-50%)  /  Base (no change)  /  Bull (+50%)



Aave Treasury:
Treasury Makeup



Treasury Wallet Summary
*

*Note: Adjusted based on treasury 
assumptions

**Note: All stablecoin balances are denominated in USDC. Presented as of 11/30/22

**



Treasury Adjustment Assumptions

Non-Stable to USDC Conversion: for runway forecasting purposes, we assumed that all 
non-stable assets except for strategic assets are sold and included in the stablecoin 
runway.

Strategic Partnership: for runway forecasting purposes, we excluded strategic assets, 
including CRV, BAL, CVX, and the incremental partnership with Balancer DAO (part 2).

Note: Presented as of 11/30/22

https://app.aave.com/governance/proposal/115/


Current State of the Treasury incl. Assumptions

Note: Presented as of 11/30/22



Aave Treasury:
Illustrative Runway



Key Assumption Vectors
Market fluctuation: While predicting future prices and market environment is impractical, we’ve 
chosen to run our analysis at five different average future market value for total value locked 
(TVL) in the Aave protocol: down 50%, down 25%, status quo, up 25%, up 50%.

Protocol fee revenue: reserve factor and liquidations income forecasted as a percentage of TVL in 
the Aave protocol, using a year-to-date historical average as the baseline for future revenues.

Staking revenue: for revenues generated on asset deposits, we’ve chosen to run our analysis 
using a 2.5% APY on stablecoin assets.

Assumed monthly expenses: we’ve reviewed Aave governance contracts for direct payments to 
third parties and for purposes of this analysis we’ve assumed $1.9M, $2.1M, and $2.4M average 
monthly spend. See the monthly expense breakout for further details.



Monthly Expenses Breakout

*Note: AAVE price = $65.52. 
** Contract amount reflects full contract amount listed in proposal, though some funds have already been paid from the treasury.
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Illustrative Runway - Full Treasury Scenario

● Given that protocol fee revenue is derived 
from TVL and changes in market 
fluctuations impact both TVL and treasury 
assets, Aave’s runway is highly variable 
based on Market Value.

● Base case treasury runway is estimated at 
3.2 years assuming current burnrate to 
continue.

● Assuming a market downturn of 50%, the 
bear case treasury runway is estimated at 
2.5 years.

Aave’s runway assuming Aave can utilize its full treasury (AAVE + USDC).



Full Treasury Runway - Base Case
Aave’s runway assuming Aave can utilize its full treasury (AAVE + USDC), token prices remain 
flat in USD terms, and spending remains the same.

*Note: Numbers shown in USDC. AAVE price = $65.52.



Full Treasury Runway - Bull Case
Aave’s runway assuming Aave can utilize its full treasury (AAVE + USDC), token prices 
increase 50% in USD terms, and spending remains the same.

*Note: Numbers shown in USDC. AAVE price = $65.52.



Full Treasury Runway - Bear Case
Aave’s runway assuming Aave can utilize its full treasury (AAVE + USDC), token prices 
decrease 50% in USD terms, and spending remains the same.

*Note: Numbers shown in USDC. AAVE price = $65.52.



Illustrative Runway - USDC Scenario

● Given that protocol fee revenue is derived 
from TVL and changes in market 
fluctuations impact both TVL and treasury 
assets, the USDC runway is highly variable 
based on Market Value.

● Base case USDC runway is estimated at 
7.4 years assuming a USDC outflow of 
$360k every month.

● Assuming a market downturn of 50%, 
USDC runway is estimated at 2.9 years.

Aave’s runway assuming Aave can only the stablecoins in its treasury and spending remains 
the same. 

= assumes a positive monthly inflow of USDC. 



USDC Runway - Base Case
Aave’s USDC runway assuming Aave can only use the USDC in its treasury, token prices 
remain flat in USD terms, and spending remains the same. 



USDC Runway - Bull Case
Aave’s USDC runway assuming Aave can only use the USDC in its treasury, token prices 
increase 50% in USD terms, and spending remains the same. 



USDC Runway - Bear Case
Aave’s USDC runway assuming Aave can only use the USDC in its treasury, token prices 
decrease 50% in USD terms, and spending remains the same. 



Illustrative Runway - AAVE Scenario

● Assuming AAVE liquidity mining and 
staking expenses are paid as a percent of 
TVL, the assumed AAVE runway is only 
impacted by fluctuations in the fair value 
of 3rd party expenses.

● Base case AAVE runway is estimated at 
2.6 years assuming current burnrate to 
continue.

● Assuming a market downturn of 50% and 
increase in AAVE expenses, the bear case 
AAVE runway is estimated at 2.3 years.

Aave’s runway considering its AAVE-denominated expenses.



AAVE Runway - Base Case
Aave’s runway considering its AAVE-denominated expenses, where token prices remain flat in 
USD terms, and spending remains the same

*Note: Numbers shown in USDC. AAVE price = $65.52.



AAVE Runway - Bull Case
Aave’s runway considering its AAVE-denominated expenses, where token prices increase 
50% in USD terms, and spending remains the same

*Note: Numbers shown in USDC. AAVE price = $65.52.



AAVE Runway - Bear Case
Aave’s runway considering its AAVE-denominated expenses, where token prices decrease 
50% in USD terms, and spending remains the same

*Note: Numbers shown in USDC. AAVE price = $65.52.



Key Takeaways

● The base case Aave treasury burnrate is forecasted at 3.2 years, heavily driven by 
the AAVE token burnrate of 2.6 years and monthly USDC outflows of $360k. 

● In a bear case scenario, the Aave treasury burnrate is forecasted at 2.5 years, and 
monthly USDC and AAVE outflows of $900K and $1.7m, respectively.

● Worst case scenario assumes an Aave treasury burnrate of 2.2 years, and 
monthly USDC outflows of $1.1m.

● Best case scenario assumes a Aave treasury burnrate of 3.8 years, driven by the 
AAVE token burnrate of 2.8 years and monthly USDC inflows  of $327K. 
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